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Introduction:
The Indoor Air Quality in Schools Rule went into effect on May 13, 2011. The rule is under the jurisdiction of
the Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH).
There are several requirements of this rule. An inspection can be done by the State Health Department upon
request of a community member or when a state inspector deems it necessary.

IAQ Coordinator/Committee:
· Schools must designate an individual to be their IAQ Coordinator.
· This person’s contact information must be posted on the school’s website and in their handbooks.
· This individual is to be the point of contact for all IAQ issues and present during inspections – if available.
· IAQ Coordinators do not have to be an expert on IAQ but they must have the ability to ensure any
complaints or issues are addressed in a timely manner.
Having an IAQ coordinator and committee is a valuable resource for any school. These individuals can identify
IAQ issues and help eliminate their sources before any complaints have been made to the school (or state).
An Indoor Air Quality Coordinator can be appointed at the school or corporate level but for bigger
corporations, having both is an advantage. These individuals are to serve as the lead contact point for parents,
staff, students, and state IAQ inspectors, when there is a concern regarding IAQ. If the school has an IAQ
committee, he would be an active participant in the committee. The coordinator position should not require a
large time commitment. For the individual to be effective they must have ready access to the School Nurse,
Head of Maintenance, Principal, and Superintendent.
Schools wishing to start an IAQ committee should look at EPA’s (Environmental Protection Agency’s) “Tools for
Schools” program. It will provide guidance in establishing a new program or expanding on an existing
program. The committee works with the school to help establish guidelines that will improve air quality at the
school. They can help educate all members of the school, both students and staff, on the risks from poor air
quality and steps that can be taken to improve air quality both at school and at home. The EPA’s “Tools for
Schools” information can be found at http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/
Schools with additional questions may contact the below representative with the Indiana Department of
Education:
Gary W. Green
Director of Student Services
Indiana Department of Education
151 West Ohio Street Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
T: 317-234-6845
F: 317-232-9140
E-mail: ggreen@doe.in.gov
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Contact Information
Last Updated: March, 2017

Our Lady of Hungary School Reference Addresses:
School- 731 W. Calvert St. South Bend, IN 46613
Parish Education Center – 735 W. Calvert St. South Bend, IN 46613
Church – 829 W. Calvert St. South Bend, IN 46613

Emergency Rescue & Utility Contacts:
Fire, Police, Emergency Medical Service (EMS) (dial 9 for outside line) 9-1-1 or “O” (Operator)
South Bend Fire Dept. Name: (574) 235-9255 (non-emergency #)
South Bend Police Dept. Name: (574) 235-9201 (non-emergency #)
St. Joseph County Sheriff Dept. Name: (574) 235-9611 (non-emergency #)
Indiana State Police - (District 24): 574-546-4900 & 1-800-552-2959
Local Utilities:
Gas (NIPSCO) Emergency Number: 1-800-934-6489
Electric (AEP): 1-800-672-2231
Internet Communications (Comcast): 1-800-934-6489
City of South Bend Water Works: 574-235-9236

Diocesan Crisis Contacts - Fort Wayne/South Bend:

Contacted By:
Marsha Jordan
Marsha Jordan

Bishop Rhoades, (260-422-4611)
Msgr. Schulte (260-422-4611)
Mr. Carl Loesch, Secretariat of Education (574-255-1387) or cell (574-286-7701)
Mrs. Marsha Jordan, Superintendent (260-422-4611) or cell (260-466-0275)
Ms. Stephanie Patka, Communications (260-744-0012)
Marsha Jordan
Mr. Scott Hall, Diocesan Attorney (260-424-3800)
Marsha Jordan

Our Lady of Hungary Catholic School: 574-289-3272
Father Kevin Bauman, Pastor (x202)
Francisco Macias, Director of Hispanic Ministries (x203)
Kevin Goralczyk, Principal (x115)
Chris Nowak, Teacher/School Safety Specialist (x107)
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Inspection:
· State inspectors have a right to enter, inspect, & investigate a public or accredited non-public school (410
IAC 33-2-1).
· Inspectors must be allowed access to all areas of the school.
· The inspector will complete a report upon evaluation of the school.
· The school is expected to send a response to this report to ISDH.

IDOE IAQ Document for Schools: Pre-Inspection
If the Indiana State Department of Health (ISDH) has contacted your school to schedule an
inspection, the following information will be helpful to you.
410 IAC 33-2-1 states that the state inspector is authorized to enter a school upon presentation of credentials
to do any of the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Inspect facilities, equipment, or records.
Investigate complaints.
Conduct tests.
Collect samples to obtain information required under this rule.
Determine whether any school is in violation of this article.
(a) The state inspector shall investigate a complaint even if the school subject to the complaint has
addressed or resolved the issues in the complaint.
(b) The state inspector may investigate any condition that it reasonably believes is contributing or
could contribute to poor IAQ regardless of whether a complaint has been filed.

Before the inspector(s) arrive from the Indiana State Department of Health, a school should have
(at a minimum):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Person designated to serve as the IAQ Coordinator
IAQ Coordinator should be present during the inspection
Bus Idling Policy
Maintenance Schedule and 3 years of logs for the HVAC system
Animal Policy
Chemical Policy

When the Indiana State Department of Health inspector(s) come to your school, they will test
for:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Carbon Dioxide Levels
Relative Humidity and Temperature
Evidence of Mold or Water Damage
Excess Dust

Note: By January 1, 2015, all carpet vacuums in the school must meet HEPA filtration
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IDOE IAQ Document for Schools: Post-Inspection
The state inspector shall report the results of the inspection (within two weeks), to the following:






The
The
The
The
The

person who complained of the quality of air.
school’s principal.
superintendent of the school corporation, if the school is part of a school corporation.
Indiana State Board of Education, if school is a public school or an accredited nonpublic school.
appropriate local or county board of health.

After receipt of the report, schools must:
 Write a response to the ISDH no later than sixty (60) days after the receipt of the report.
 The school shall post within five (5) working days its response to the state inspectors report. This
response shall remain posted for fourteen (14) consecutive days in a conspicuous location.
 The school shall post on the school’s website and at the location of the school the report and the
school’s response so that they are accessible to all parents, students, and employees.
Note: A common complaint that triggers an inspection in Indiana schools is mold. However, one of the most
common problems in Indiana schools – according to the Indiana State Department of Health – is too much
carbon dioxide in the building. Schools can test their carbon dioxide level by borrowing one of the Indiana
State Department of Health’s meters for testing carbon dioxide or by having the Indiana State Department of
Health visit their school for an assessment of their Indoor Air Quality (IAQ).
Note: Carbon dioxide concentrations shall not exceed 700 parts per million (ppm) above outdoor air
concentrations of carbon dioxide.
Note: By January 1, 2015, all carpet vacuums in the school must meet HEPA filtration standards.
For more information contact:
 Ronald Clark (Indiana State Department of Health) at (317) 351-7190 x234
 Richard Plew (Indiana State Department of Health) at (317) 351-7190 x264
 Jolene Bracale (Indiana Department of Education) at (317) 232-0541
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Housekeeping and Maintenance Policy – Best Practices Overview
Proper application of routine housekeeping practices can reduce many allergens and asthma triggers making the school a
healthier environment for all occupants. Below is a list of suggestions that can be used in evaluating your program.
1 Chemicals
a. Protect yourself and coworkers. Follow all safety instructions.
b. Choose the least hazardous chemical that safely performs the task.
c. Prepare solutions following manufacturer’s instructions never exceed maximum strength.
d. Never blend chemicals unless specifically allowed on the label.
e. Use chemical for purpose designed, i.e. never use a floor cleaner on a desk.
f. Properly label containers
g. Store chemicals safely, following rules for compatibility, spill guards, temperature, and ventilation.
h. Purchase in smaller quantities to avoid storage of large volumes over extended periods.
i. Properly dispose of excess material that is outdated, no longer usable, or no longer needed.
2 Trash
a. Empty waste containers, both indoor and outdoor, in a timely manner to avoid attracting insects and rodents.
This includes large containers such as dumpsters
b. Empty recycling containers in a timely manner.
c. Change trash liners on a routine basis and whenever needed.
3 Dusting/ Sweeping
a. Airborne dust often carries allergens and can be asthma triggers so use precautions if performing these
operations when children are present.
b. Micro-fiber cloths are much better at trapping dust particles and reduce the particles release into the air.
c. It is encouraged to use color-coded cleaning cloths for various types of surfaces to avoid cross contamination
4 Mopping
a. After mopping, dry and ventilate to avoid high humidity situations.
b. Any chemicals with warnings of respiratory hazards should not be used when children are present, and the
area should be properly ventilated prior to reentry.
c. It is encouraged to use color-coded cleaning materials for various surfaces to avoid cross contamination.
5 Vacuuming
a. Vacuum should have proper filter system to avoid dust being released into the air.
b. Develop a vacuuming schedule that ensures carpets are kept clean.
6 Carpet Cleaning
a. Spot clean spills as soon as possible to avoid mold growth.
b. Dry as quickly as possible, and ventilate to avoid high humidity.
c. Air conditioners are not dehumidifiers. They will remove some moisture but not large amounts. Remember
colder is not always better.
d. Develop schedule to keep carpets clean. High traffic areas may need more frequent cleaning.
7 Florescent light bulbs
a. Fluorescent light bulbs contain mercury and should be stored and disposed in a safe manner. Broken bulbs can
release mercury vapor into the air so they should be cleaned up and properly stored until disposal.
8 Storage containers
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a. Storage containers should be the appropriate size and shape, and located so as to facilitate proper cleaning of
the classroom.

Allergens, Irritants, Mold, and Dust:

• Ozone generators that are sold as air purifiers are not to be used in classrooms while students are
present.
• Scented candles or air fresheners are not to be used in classrooms either.
• Corrective action must be taken within 48 hours of discovery of water intrusion or mold.
• By January 1, 2015, all carpet vacuums in the school must meet HEPA filtration standards.
• Routine cleaning should be done to avoid excessive dust accumulation.

Animals

Schools must have written policies for animals in the classroom. Fish and service animals are exempt from the
requirements of this rule. These policies must be available for the state inspector to review. Click here to view
a sample animal policy.
The EPA recommends no furred of feathered animals be kept in schools. If the school decides these animals
are a useful educational tool, and allows them in the school building, there are certain steps that should be
taken to minimize students’ risk of asthma, allergy attacks or exposure to pathogens.
1) Notify parents of the plan to have an animal in the classroom. Inquire if the animal is an asthma or
allergy trigger for their child. If any parent confirms this is an issue, reconsider having the animal in the
classroom that year.
2) Keep animals in cages or localized areas as much as possible; do not let them roam.
3) Clean cages regularly. Consider using disposable gloves when cleaning.
4) Locate animals away from ventilation system vents to avoid circulating allergens throughout the
room or building.
5) Locate sensitive students as far away from animals and habitats as possible.
6) Keep animals away from upholstered furniture, carpets, and stuffed toys.
410 IAC 33-4-7 (d) states:
Schools allowing animals in the classroom shall have a written policy addressing the following:
1) What animals are allowed
2) When animals are allowed in classrooms for educational purposes
3) The duration of the animal’s stay in a classroom
4) Housekeeping requirements
5) How issues with students or staff allergic to the animal will be addressed
Below is an example policy that schools can adopt or use as a template for their own policy.
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Our Lady of Hungary School – Live Animals Policy
Live animals with the exception of fish in aquariums are only to be in the school for educational purposes. At
no time will animals considered dangerous be brought into the classrooms.
When an animal is to be brought into a classroom a note will be sent home with the students of that class
notifying the parents that an animal will be present. If known in advance this will be done at the beginning of
the school year. It is up to the parents to notify the teacher or principal if their student is allergic to the
animal. Upon such notice, the Principal will confer with the Teacher and determine what options are available
including having the student transferred to a different classroom without animals or changing to a different
species with no allergy problems, or not having an animal in the classroom. The school will not reveal the
name of the student with allergy issues to students or parents. If after an animal is brought into the
classroom, the parent finds their student is allergic to the animal, the school will work with the parent and
teacher to resolve the issue. If necessary, housekeeping will clean all surfaces in the classroom to remove any
animal dander that may still cause an allergic reaction by the student.
Examples of educational purposes where animals would be in the classroom for an extended period are:
1) Animals used in health class to demonstrate affects of different diets.
2) Animals used in biology to show developmental changes or diversity.
3) Eggs incubated to show development.
Examples of educational purposes where animals are in the classroom for one day or less:
1) Pets/animals brought into the classroom to allow students exposure to a variety of species.
2) Pets/animals used to demonstrate obedience training.
This is not a comprehensive list of appropriate uses. The principal, when requested by a teacher, has the
authority to determine if it is appropriate to bring an animal into the classroom.
Cleaning: The teacher in charge of the animal (not students) shall clean the cages on a routine basis as to
avoid offensive odors or pest issues. Aquariums with fish are to be maintained by the teacher in charge of the
aquarium including cleaning as needed.
When appropriate, teachers may allow students to handle and/or feed the animals.

Carbon Dioxide

Fresh air must be continuously supplied to classrooms while students are present. Maximum carbon dioxide
concentration in classrooms must not exceed 700 ppm (parts per million) over the outdoor air concentration.

Construction
During renovations or construction activities, steps must be taken to keep pollutants out of occupied areas. For
new construction, carpet is prohibited on walls.

Furniture

Schools must properly clean and maintain all furniture in the school. Click here for a sample housekeeping
policy. See Housekeeping and Maintenance – Best Practices Overview on page 7.

Temperature and Humidity

The minimum temperature in classrooms is to be 68 degrees Fahrenheit. The maximum temperature and
humidity in classrooms, if a facility has air conditioning, is to be 78 degrees Fahrenheit and 65% humidity.
However, if the facility does not have air conditioning, there is no maximum temperature or humidity
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Chemicals in Schools

Schools must have written policies for chemicals in the classroom and on school property (chemical hygiene
plan). Student and staff exposure to chemicals must be kept to a minimum. If students and staff are exposed
to chemicals (during chemistry, biology, shop, or other classes), there must be proper ventilation of these
chemicals. Click here to see a sample chemical policy.
Everyday you use chemicals at school and on school grounds. Not all chemicals are serious health threats, but
some are. Good health is important to our families, the students in our schools and to us. Therefore, you and
your co-workers need to know what dangers are associated with the chemicals you use. The primary focus of
this chapter is to protect students and employee health by enabling schools to store products effectively to
minimize adverse health and environmental effects. Even more so than adults, children can be vulnerable to,
and may be severely affected by, exposure to chemicals, hazardous wastes, and other environmental hazards.
Due to the wide variety of activities that occur in a school building, many different chemicals are used in a
variety of ways. From cleaning and maintenance to science labs to art classes to turf management and more,
hazardous chemicals are used throughout the facility and stored in various locations. Proper management of
these chemicals can sometimes be overlooked and lead to unnecessary hazards. Therefore, it is important
school officials know about the chemicals used on site and the regulations affecting them.
Remember, chemical management (or mismanagement) will affect safety, health, indoor air quality, drinking
water quality, storm water quality, and you!
To comply with Indiana law, schools must adopt and enforce a policy that minimizes student and staff
exposure to chemicals.
To be effective, this policy should include the following:
1. A hazardous chemical inventory of what chemicals are used, by who, where those chemicals are
used, where they are stored, and what needs to be disposed of.
2. Establish a chemical purchasing policy that requires protocol for how chemicals are approved for
purchase and ensures material safety data sheets (MSDS) are maintained and indicates locations where
MSDS are stored. Consider centralizing purchasing and inventory. Efforts are taken to reduce over
purchasing and stockpiling. Also, ensures that “forbidden” chemicals are not purchased or used at the
school (i.e. mercury, or products that contain mercury). Determine which chemicals have risks that
outweigh the educational need.
3. Establishes requirements for proper use of hazardous chemicals including installing proper
ventilation to limit exposure to staff and students.
4. Establishes requirements for storage including ventilation, compatible storage cabinets (i.e.
nonmetal cabinets for storing corrosive chemicals), locking, and labeling.
5. A plan and budget for proper disposal of unused, outdated, or hazardous chemicals.
6. Plan for spills, explosions, and accidental exposure to hazardous chemicals.
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Chemicals (continued)
A variety of free resources are available to schools to improve chemical management. Resources include:
1. EPA’s Chemical Management Resource Guide for School Administrators http://www.epa.gov/oppt/pubs/chemmgmt/resourceguide.pdf
2. Indiana’s Green Steps for Schools - http://www.in.gov/idem/4123.htm
3. IDEM’s Website on School Lab Cleanouts - http://www.in.gov/idem/6493.htm
4. EPA, Healthy School Environments - http://www.epa.gov/schools/
5. EPA’s Schools Chemical Cleanout Campaign (SC3) - http://www.epa.gov/sc3/
6. School Chemistry Laboratory Safety Guide - Consumer Product Safety Commission, www.cpsc.gov,
7. Material Safety Data Sheets - www.siri.org/
8. Chemical Management in Schools (Michigan DEQ) contains sample checklists, chemicals spreadsheets, lists,
etc.- http://www.michigan.gov/documents/deq/deq-oppcanotebook-chemicalmanagement_293287_7.pdf
9. Massachusetts School Chemical Management Program - http://www.mass.gov/dep/service/schlchem.pdf
10. Council of State Science Supervisors - Making the Connection Science Safety: It’s Elementary -www.csssscience.org/safety.htm
11. Rehab the Lab, Safe labs that don’t pollute - www.govlink.org/hazwaste/schoolyouth/rehab/
12. EPA’s Mercury Web Site -www.epa.gov/mercury
13. Mercury in Schools Project - www.mercuryinschools.uwex.edu/
IAC – 33-4-8 States:
Sec. 8. (a) Student exposure to chemicals must be kept to a minimum. When evaluating student exposures,
the more stringent of National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) limits or
Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) limits must be used.
(b) Where chemicals are used during class, such as, but not limited to, chemistry, biology, and shop
classes, appropriate ventilation must be used to minimize students’ exposure to these chemicals such
as a local exhaust system.
(c) The school shall adopt and enforce a policy that minimizes student and staff exposure to chemicals.
The following list covers several of the types of chemicals students may be exposed to in schools. This list is
not all-inclusive but will provide the school corporations a starting point when developing their policy.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

Chemicals used in the classroom such as white board markers and cleaners
Bactericides.
Disinfectants such as bleach.
Germicides.
Sanitizing agents - such as countertop cleaners or hand sanitizers
Swimming pool chemicals.
Water purifying chemicals
Pesticides – See “Pesticide Use at Schools” 357 IAC 1-16
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Our Lady of Hungary School – Chemical Handling Policy
A. Purpose:
The purpose of this policy is to reduce student and staff exposure to chemical hazards from hazardous
chemicals used or kept at the school. By selecting products with lesser hazards, and by properly using these
products, there will be a reduced risk of exposure to these products.
B. Applicability:
This policy applies to all chemicals purchased for use in child occupied school buildings.
C. Steps:
a) Inventory
1) Each year, the school corporation conducts a site-wide chemical inventory. During the
inventory, expired and unwanted chemicals are identified for proper disposal. Compliance with
this policy is reviewed.
b) Purchasing
1. Chemical purchases shall adhere to the following protocol:
a. This school has identified the following procedures and guidelines for purchasing
chemicals in an effort to minimize student and staff exposure to chemical hazards:
i. Our Head of Maintenance will notify our treasure/parish secretary of what
needs to be ordered. When the invoice arrives, the parish secretary/treasurer will
pay the bill.
ii. Donated items such as hand sanitizers and any products staff want to bring
into the school must be approved by school administration.
b. First in first out policy is followed. (Over purchasing & stockpiling are not permitted.)
c. The least toxic chemical that is still effective for the job is selected. (Material Safety
Data Sheets are reviewed to make this determination). This includes selection of
cleaning supplies as well as teaching tools for classrooms. Micro and green chemistry
are encouraged.
d. This school will not purchase chemicals listed on the Banned Chemical List.
i.e. Mercury of Mercury-containing products.
2. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) will be available at location one the main office of the
school & and location two the custodial office. The MSDS books are updated annually and as
new chemicals are purchased.
1. A central location - The binder will be kept in the main office 2. Keep a copy will be with the
chemical.
Note: Material Safety Data Sheet
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) contain the important information you need about hazardous chemicals.
Indiana's Employee Right-To-Know Law requires that information about hazardous substances found in the
work place be made available to exposed employees. Accordingly, employers must have a MSDS for every
hazardous chemical in the work place and make these sheets available to their employees. Examples of
hazards are found in Table X. MSDSs are forms provided by chemical manufacturers to inform product users of
toxicological information and physical properties for the specific chemical or substance. Top chemicals of
concern in schools are found in Table 3
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c) Use
1. Chemicals will be mixed and used according to manufacturer’s directions. Measuring devices
or direct mixing systems are to be used. Any warnings, especially requirements for ventilation
are to be followed.
2. When possible, use of cleaning products should be performed when students are not
present.
3. Areas where chemicals are being used will be properly ventilated.
4. Only properly trained staff may use hazardous chemicals. Staff will receive annual training
and when required, certification (i.e. pesticide applicators).
5. Required notification procedures will be followed (i.e. pesticide notifications)
d) Storage
1. Secondary containers will not be used to store chemicals unless they are properly labeled and
approved for such use.
2. Storage areas will be properly ventilated.
3. Storage areas will be compatible with the chemicals being stored in them.
4. Reactive chemicals will not be stored near each other.
5. Hazardous chemicals will be stored in locked areas at all times.
6. All original containers will be labeled with the date received
e) Disposal
1, Unwanted, unused, and outdated chemicals should be identified as soon as possible, and no
less than annually. They should be marked for disposal.
2. Disposal will follow state regulations. Pouring down the drain or throwing in the trash is not
acceptable or proper disposal in most instances.
3. The school has a budget for proper disposal of hazardous waste.
f) Spills, Explosions, and Accidents (including inhalation, ingestion, or direct contact)
1. SCHOOL – OUTLINE STEPS STAFF SHOULD TAKE IN THE EVENT OF ONE OF THESE
EMERGENCIES AND INCLUDE CONTACT NUMBERS.
a. Call 911 b. Call Indiana Poison Center at 1-800-222-1222
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TABLE 3
Top 40 Chemicals of Concern in Schools
1. Acetic Acid
2. Acetyl Chloride
3. Adipoyl Chloride
4. Aluminum Chloride
5. Ammonium Hydroxide
6. Aniline
7. Antimony Pentachloride
8. Antimony Trichloride
9. Arsenic Trioxide
10. Benzene
11. Benzoyl Chloride
12. Benzoyl Peroxide
13. Benzyl Alcohol
14. Bromine
15. Butyric Acid
16. Cadmium
17. Calcium Carbide
18. Carbon Disulfide
19. Dioxane
20. Ether
21. Formaldehyde
22. Hydrochloric Acid
23. Hydrogen Peroxide
24. Lithium metal
25. Magnesium
26. Magnesium Perchlorate
27. Mercury
28. Nitric Acid
29. Perchloric Acid
30. Phosphorus
31. Picric Acid
32. Potassium
33. Potassium Cyanide
34. Potassium Permanganate
35. Sebacoyl Chloride
36. Sodium
37. Sodium Azide
38. Sodium Cyanide
39. Sodium Peroxide
40. Sulfuric Acid
Source: Conducting a Full Cleanout in Schools, Rachel Colella, NEMOA (2007)
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HVAC

The school must have written procedures for the routine maintenance of its HVAC system. Also, the school
must have at least 3 years of maintenance logs for the HVAC system. However, logs do not have to go back
prior to May 2011. Both the policies and the logs must be available for the state inspector’s review upon
request.
Best Practices for Schools - HVAC Maintenance
The best way to ensure routine maintenance occurs for all HVAC units is to have SOP’s and a maintenance
logbook for the HVAC systems. Often, due to lack of repair or maintenance, HVAC systems, if not the cause,
exacerbate indoor air quality problems. The following list contains items that can be included in a maintenance
program to reduce this risk. This list does not include maintenance of the mechanical components such as
motors. Those items should be addressed following manufacturer’s recommendations.
IAC 33-4-5 requires schools to establish and maintain a written procedure for routine maintenance of
HVAC systems.
1. Unit Ventilators – routine maintenance should include the following
a. Clean intake and exhaust vents
b. Clean drip pan and condensate drain line
c. Clean coils
d. Clean all accessible areas of interior of unit
e. Insure fresh air damper linkage is functioning
f. Clean air intake on exterior of building
g. If intake on ground level, check for pooling water along building
h. Change filter (we suggest at minimum use a good quality pleated filter)
i. Noise level should not be disruptive to students and teacher
j. With fresh air damper at lowest setting, supply sufficient outside air to maintain a maximum of 700ppm carbon
dioxide over the outdoor measurement (ASHRAE recommends 15 CFM outside air/person for classrooms)
k. All cleaning residue that causes irritation or respiratory distress should be flushed from system prior to students
returning to classroom
2. Central systems - routine maintenance should include the following
a. Clean intake and exhaust vents in rooms
b. Examine ductworks behind supply and return vents for accumulated dust and or mold
c. Clean coils
d. Clean drip pan and condensate drain line
e. Insure dampers are functioning properly
f. On automatic systems, with damper set at lowest setting, ensure minimum outside air to maintain maximum of
700ppm carbon dioxide over the outside measurement (ASHRAE recommends 15 CFM outside air/person for
classrooms)
g. Check that fresh air intake is not blocked and no standing water or mold near intake. Do not allow birds to
roost or nest on vents.
h. Ensure individual thermostats are working
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Best Practices for Schools - HVAC maintenance (continued)
i. Ensure individual room dampers are functioning properly
j. Clean or replace filters (use good grade of filter)
k. Systems should have been balanced to ensure minimum movement of odors from one area to another and
minimum fresh air requirement is met for all rooms
l. Examine outside air intakes for cleanliness, and ensure no standing water near the intake.
m. All cleaning residue that causes irritation or respiratory distress should be flushed from system prior to
students returning to classroom
n. Check integrity of ductwork.
3. All systems
a. Check to see area in front of air intakes is unobstructed (keep shrubs a minimum of 3 feet from air intakes)
b. Check to ensure there is no standing water near air intakes
c. Use air filters that have an acceptable minimum efficiency rating.
d. Locate waste containers (both indoor and outdoor) away from any air intakes or air return vents.
e. On new construction or renovations, air intakes and exhausts should be located so as to minimize the
possibility of re-entrainment of exhaust gasses, car exhausts or other outdoor pollutants.
Links:
EPA’s best practices for Schools
http://www.epa.gov/region02/children/k12/english/k12-4of5.pdf
EPA’s “Design Tools for Schools” Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning Systems
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/schooldesign/hvac.html
EPA’s “Should You Have the Air Ducts in Your Home Cleaned”
http://www.epa.gov/iaq/pubs/airduct.html
Minnesota Dept. of Health “Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) in Schools”
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/indoorair/schools/
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EXAMPLE: ST. SAMPLE SCHOOL PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE
[An Electronic Recording System should be in place (excel, word, etc.) according to operational needs of each school building]
SCHOOL NAME
Every 3 Mos.
HVAC SYSTEM
Filters Replaced/Fitted Properly
Fan/Air Flow Directions
Belt Tension
Drain Pans Empty/Clean
Drain Condensate Lines Cleaned
Overall Cleanliness of Ducts and Unit
15-20 Percent of Air Delivered is Fresh
Calibration of System
Thermostat Functional
CLEANING SCHEDULE
Cleaning of Heating Coils
Cleaning of Cooling Coils
Cleaning of Drainage Areas
Cleaning of Ductwork
AIR INTAKE
Avoid Obstructions
Air Flows into Duct
No Pollutant Sources Nearby (garbage,
idling vehicles, exhaust)
Dampers Operational
Motors Operational
LOCAL EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Proper Exhaust Volume
Air Direction Correct
Fan Functional
Outdoor Vent Checked/Cleaned
OTHER
Sewage Traps Filled with water weekly
Hazardous Chemicals Storage
Walk-off Mat Cleanliness
Carpet Cleanliness
Leaks, Stains, Moisture Inspection
Clean All Classrm Tables, Diffusers, Shelves
Deep Clean Carpets, Strip & Wax Floors
Water-stained Ceiling Tile Replaced

Every 6 Mos.

Annually

Every 2 Yrs.

X
X

As Needed
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

NOTES:

SUBMITTED BY:

DATE:
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Indoor Swimming Pools

Currently, we do not have a Diocesan school with a swimming pool. The following link is a PDF with the latest
guidelines from the State of Indiana.
https://learningconnection.doe.in.gov/Library/FilingCabinet/ViewFileDetail.aspx?lfid=17695&et=USER_GROUP
&eid=1600&clid=&ret=~%2fUserGroup%2fGroupDetailFileBookmarks.aspx%3fgid%3d1600

Mercury Spill Information and Cleanup Guidance for Schools
Background Information (June 2011)
Although, mercury performs many useful functions, it is toxic to humans and wildlife and should be managed
properly. When liquid (elemental) mercury is spilled, it forms beads or droplets that can accumulate in the
tiniest places. These droplets can emit vapors into the air that we cannot see or smell. Breathing mercury
vapors can be very dangerous, depending on how much mercury is in the air and how long you breathe the
contaminated air. Entire families have been poisoned from mercury spills. Small children and pregnant women
are at highest risk for mercury poisoning, but mercury poisoning can impact anyone.
Did you know…any total spill of more than a pea-sized bead of mercury is considered a large spill. A spill of
this magnitude in a school should be considered very serious. Call IDEM at (888) 233-7745 immediately.
Law bans mercury in schools
The Indiana Legislature passed a law in 2003 banning mercury and mercury-containing instructional
equipment (unless there is no mercury-free substitute) and materials from Indiana schools. For this reason,
there should be no mercury or mercury instruments in your school and every effort should be made to ensure
that staff and students do not bring such items into your school. Read the law language.
Where was mercury formerly found in schools?
Although, in most instances, Indiana law prohibits it, there still may be mercury compounds and mercurycontaining equipment in your school. Here are some locations where mercury has been commonly found in
schools:
Chemistry and biology labs: Because of its physical properties, mercury used to be a component of a
variety of laboratory equipment (e.g. thermometers, barometers, psychrometers). In addition, mercuric
compounds (e.g., mercuric chloride, calomel) were used in chemistry experiments.
School nurse’s station: Mercury-containing fever thermometers and blood pressure cuffs were used by
school nurses. You may still have mercury-containing instruments in your nurse’s station.
Throughout the school: Mercury-containing thermostats, fluorescent light bulbs, and switches may be found
in rooms throughout a school.
Brought into school: Occasionally, elemental mercury may be brought to school by students not realizing
the hazards it may pose.
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Our Lady of Hungary School Mercury Handling Policy

The Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM) recommends having a professional emergency
contractor clean up mercury spills. If the spill is minor, such as one smaller than a pea, school or school district
staff trained in hazardous materials spill cleanups may take on cleanup responsibilities.
Spill Response Action Steps for Liquid Mercury:
1. Designate two to three adults to evaluate the mercury spill.
2. Evaluate the spill. If the mercury was spilled on a heat source or if it was somehow vaporized or atomized
(e.g., vacuumed), exposures can be severe. Consider evacuating the building. And if someone ingested
mercury, call a poison center at 800-222-1222.
3. If the spill was larger than the size of a pea or if you think it may have been tracked into other rooms,
contact the IDEM Spill Hotline immediately, (888) 233-7745 or (317) 233- 7745 for technical assistance. The
Spill Line is staffed 24 hours/day, 365 days/year. IDEM personnel will determine if IDEM and/or US EPA Region
5 from Chicago should be called in to perform a more thorough cleanup.
4. Determine if anyone involved in the spill has become contaminated with mercury on his clothes, shoes, or
skin. Contaminated individuals should remain where they are to avoid spreading mercury to other areas. They
will be decontaminated.
5. Everyone who is not contaminated or helping with the cleanup, including children and pets, should leave the
area immediately. Be careful when evacuating – make sure no one walks through the mercury spill!
6. Immediately open the room’s outside windows and exterior doors to provide ventilation.
7. Close off the room from the rest of the building by closing all interior doors and windows. Close all cold-air
returns so that mercury vapor is not carried throughout the ventilation system. Turn off fans unless they vent
to the outdoors. Use portable fans to blow mercury-contaminated air outdoors.
8. Anyone helping to decontaminate individuals or cleanup mercury should put on rubber or latex gloves.
9. Help the contaminated individuals remove contaminated clothing and/or shoes very carefully so as to avoid
dislodging and spreading attached mercury. Place the contaminated clothing and/or shoes into a rigid
container with a lid (or a trash bag may be used as a temporary container). Use the sticky side of a piece of
duct tape to carefully remove any mercury that may be clinging to exposed skin. Use a new piece of strong
tape (i.e. duct tape) for each area of exposed skin. Place the pieces of duct tape with adhered mercury into a
sealable baggie and place it in the rigid container with the contaminated clothes. Used gloves should also be
placed in the rigid container. Seal the container with the lid. Individuals should use clean clothes and shoes to
replace their contaminated items. As soon as individuals are de-contaminated, they should evacuate the area,
being careful not to walk through the mercury spill.
10. Turn off the ventilation and cooling systems to the spill area. If possible, all air ducts to the room should
be closed temporarily. Contain any items contaminated with mercury in a rigid container or plastic trash bag.
Seal the container with a lid. Take the mercury and other clean up materials such as used gloves to your local
household hazardous waste program for recycling. For a listing of HHW programs, go to IDEM’s web site at
www.recycle.in.gov (look in Recycling Topics).
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Further Mercury Notes:
• NEVER use an ordinary vacuum or shop vacuum to clean up liquid mercury. Vacuuming mercury will blow
vapors into the area, thereby increasing the likelihood of human exposure, and will also contaminate the
vacuum cleaner. A contaminated vacuum cleaner should be taken to a mercury collection program.
• NEVER use a broom or a paintbrush to clean up mercury. It will break the mercury into smaller beads and
further scatter the mercury.
• NEVER use household cleaning products, especially those containing chlorine or ammonia, because they may
react violently with the mercury and release toxic gases.
• NEVER allow people whose shoes or clothing may be contaminated with mercury to walk around the school.
• NEVER put mercury in the trash.
• NEVER throw fluorescent or high-intensity discharge lamps in the garbage or trash. These bulbs contain
mercury. Some schools are required by law to either properly recycle or manage lamps as hazardous waste.
• NEVER pour or allow mercury to go down a drain. Mercury becomes lodged in pipes, pollutes wastewatertreatment plants and makes its way to our lakes and streams. There it can contaminate fish and the animals
and people who eat them.
• Any total spill of more than a pea-sized bead of mercury is considered a large spill. A spill of this magnitude
in a school should be considered very serious. Call IDEM at (888) 233-7745 immediately.
• If the mercury spill is on a porous surface such as a carpet, or if the mercury droplets are widely dispersed in
a room, call the IDEM Spill Hotline at (888) 233-7745 for assistance.
Most spills of elemental mercury have little potential to create health issues as long as the spill is
properly cleaned up and mercury is not tracked to another location.
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Pesticides

Pesticides Pesticide application in schools is regulated by the Indiana Pesticide Review Board. To review the
rule see: 357 IAC 1-16.
Schools should use integrated pest management to minimize pesticide use while still controlling pests. Below is
a portion of EPA’s information on IPM taken from their website. Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is a safer
and usually less costly option for effective pest management in the school community then traditional, routine
pesticide use. A school IPM program employs commonsense strategies to reduce sources of food, water and
shelter for pests in your school buildings and grounds. IPM programs take advantage of all pest management
strategies, including judicious careful use of pesticides when necessary.
How Do You Know if Your School is Really Using IPM?
You can make sure that:
 The problem or pest is identified before taking action.
 Vegetation, shrubs and wood mulch should be kept at least one foot away from structures.
 Cracks and crevices in walls, floors and pavement are either sealed or eliminated.
 Lockers and desks are emptied and thoroughly cleaned at least twice yearly.
 Food-contaminated dishes, utensils, surfaces are cleaned by the end of each day.
 Garbage cans and dumpsters are cleaned regularly.
 Litter is collected and disposed of properly at least once a week.
 Fertilizers should be applied several times (e.g., spring, summer, and fall) during the year, rather
than one heavy application.
 If pesticides are necessary, use spot treatments rather than area-wide applications.
 When selecting products, select the most environmentally friendly product that will meet your needs
It is recommended that any food stored in classrooms or lounges be kept in sealed storage containers.
For more information we suggest you look at the Midwest Technical Resource Center for IPM in schools and
daycares; http://extension.entm.purdue.edu/schoolipm/ or contact them at 1-877/668-8476

TITLE 357 INDIANA PESTICIDE REVIEW BOARD
Final Rule
LSA Document #10-336(F)
DIGEST
Adds 357 IAC 1-16 to establish requirements for those who apply pesticides at schools,
to establish restrictions on the use and storage of pesticides at schools, to establish a
record keeping requirement for pesticides applied at schools, and to establish a parent,
guardian, and staff registry and notification requirement for pesticides applied at
schools. Effective 30 days after filing with the Publisher.
357 IAC 1-16
SECTION 1. 357 IAC 1-16 IS ADDED TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
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Rule 16. Pesticide Use at Schools

357 IAC 1-16-1 Purpose
Authority: IC 15-16-5
Affected: IC 15-16-5
Sec. 1. The purpose of this rule is to minimize the potential for pesticide
exposure to students at schools by ensuring the following:
(1) Pesticides are used only by:
(A) a certified applicator; or
(B) an individual operating under the direct supervision of the certified
applicator.
(2) Pesticides are not used when students are in the pesticide application area.
(3) Pesticides are stored in locked storage areas.
(4) Except for immediate health threat situations, school corporations provide
advance notice of pesticide applications to school parents, guardians, and staff
on a notification registry.
(5) School corporations keep records of pesticide applications.
(6) Pesticides with lowest hazards to children are used whenever practical and
effective.
(Indiana Pesticide Review Board; 357 IAC 1-16-1; filed Sep 24, 2010, 1:44
p.m.: 20101020-IR-357100336FRA)

357 IAC 1-16-2 Applicability
Authority: IC 15-16-5
Affected: IC 15-16-5
Sec. 2. This rule applies to all:
(1) pesticides, as defined in section 3(3) of this rule; and
(2) schools administered or maintained by a school corporation, as defined in
section 3(7) of this rule.
(Indiana Pesticide Review Board; 357 IAC 1-16-2; filed Sep 24, 2010, 1:44
p.m.: 20101020-IR-357100336FRA)
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357 IAC 1-16-3 Definitions
Authority: IC 15-16-5
Affected: IC 20-18-2; IC 20-21; IC 20-22; IC 20-32-8-2
Sec. 3. The following definitions apply throughout this rule:
(1) "Commercial applicator license" means the license issued annually by the
state chemist to an individual who has met the requirements established in IC
15-16-5-52, including the following:
(A) A licensed applicator for hire, as defined in IC 15-16-5-16.
(B) A licensed applicator not for hire, as defined in IC 15-16-5-17.
(C) A licensed public applicator, as defined in IC 15-16-5-20.
(2) "Direct supervision" means one (1) of the following:
(A) The supervision and oversight procedures for noncertified applicators, as
required in 355 IAC 4-2.
(B) The supervising certified applicator is:
(i) present at the pesticide application site; and
(ii) operating under conditions that permit direct voice contact with the
noncertified applicator.
(C) The supervising certified applicator:
(i) has previously examined the pesticide application site while accompanied
by the noncertified applicator;
(ii) has provided the noncertified applicator with written instructions covering
site-specific precautions to prevent injury to persons or the environment at the
pesticide application site; and
(iii) is operating under conditions that permit direct voice contact with the
noncertified applicator.
(3) "Pesticide" means both restricted use and nonrestricted use pesticides, as
defined in IC 15-16-5-25. For purposes of this rule, the term does not include
the following nonrestricted use pesticides:
(A) Bactericides.
(B) Disinfectants.
(C) Gel or paste bait insecticides.
(D) Germicides.
(E) Manufactured enclosed insecticides.
(F) Personal insect repellents when self-applied.
(G) Sanitizing agents.
(H) Swimming pool chemicals.
(I) Water purifying chemicals.
(4) "Pesticide application site" means the target treatment area on school
property where the pesticide is intentionally applied.
(5) "Pesticide notification registry" means the registry created and maintained
by a school corporation listing the names and contact information of parents
and guardians of children at the school and school staff who have requested to
be notified of the details of pesticide applications at the school.
(6) "School" means the physical buildings and grounds of an institution for the
instruction of students, including the following:
(A) A preschool.
(B) An elementary school as defined in IC 20-18-2-4.
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(C) A high school as defined in IC 20-18-2-7.
(7) "School corporation" means any of the following:
(A) A school corporation as defined in IC 20-18-2-16.
(B) A nonpublic school as defined in IC 20-18-2-12.
(C) The Indiana School for the Blind and Visually Impaired established under IC
20-21.
(D) The Indiana School for the Deaf established under IC 20-22. For purposes
of this rule, the term does not include any of the following
(i) Sunday schools and vacation Bible schools, and any other program of a
religious entity except those that are accredited by the Indiana Department of
Education.
(ii) Daycare centers.
(iii) Home schools.
(iv) Any private religious school except those that are accredited by the
Indiana Department of Education.
(8) "State chemist" means the Indiana state chemist or his or her authorized
agent.
(9) "Student", as defined in IC 20-32-8-2, means any individual who is enrolled
in a school corporation.
(10) "Use", as defined in IC 15-16-5-36, means an act of handling, releasing, or
exposing individuals or the environment to a pesticide. The term includes the
following:
(A) Application or supervision of an application of a pesticide, including mixing
or loading the pesticide.
(B) Storage of pesticides and pesticide containers.
(C) Transportation of pesticides and pesticide containers.
(D) Disposal of pesticides and pesticide containers.
(Indiana Pesticide Review Board; 357 IAC 1-16-3; filed Sep 24, 2010, 1:44
p.m.: 20101020-IR-357100336FRA)

357 IAC 1-16-4 Applicator certification and licensing
Authority: IC 15-16-5-44; IC 15-16-5-51
Affected: IC 15-16-5
Sec. 4. (a) Except as provided in section 5 of this rule, an individual may not
use or supervise the use of a pesticide at a school without having obtained a
commercial applicator license from the state chemist.
(b) Completing the certification procedures described in 355 IAC 4-1 shall be
a qualifying requirement for a commercial applicator license.
(c) A commercial applicator license shall be issued in one (1) or more of the
categories described in 355 IAC 4-1-3.
(d) The license category in subsection (c) must be relevant to the use of the
pesticide at the school by the applicator.
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(Indiana Pesticide Review Board; 357 IAC 1-16-4; filed Sep 24, 2010, 1:44
p.m.: 20101020-IR-357100336FRA)

357 IAC 1-16-5 Direct supervision of noncertified applicators
Authority: IC 15-16-5-44; IC 15-16-5-51
Affected: IC 15-16-5
Sec. 5. An individual who has not obtained a commercial applicator license
may use a pesticide at a school if the individual is working under the direct
supervision of a licensed commercial applicator affiliated with the:
(1) school corporation; or
(2) pesticide business hired to apply pesticides at that school.
(Indiana Pesticide Review Board; 357 IAC 1-16-5; filed Sep 24, 2010, 1:44
p.m.: 20101020-IR-357100336FRA)

357 IAC 1-16-6 Pesticide use restrictions
Authority: IC 15-16-5-44; IC 15-16-5-51
Affected: IC 15-16-4-38; IC 15-16-5
Sec. 6. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), a pesticide must not be
applied at a school during normal instructional hours when school is in session.
(b) A pesticide may be applied at a school during periods specified in
subsection (a) if applied to:
(1) control an observed pest that poses an immediate health threat situation to
the students present; or
(2) an area outside of and not immediately adjacent to student-occupied
buildings.
(c) Except as provided in subsection (d), the school corporation must not
allow students to enter a pesticide treatment area after an application until the
longer of the following time periods has elapsed:
(1) The minimum reentry time specified on the pesticide label.
(2) Four (4) hours.
(d) A rodenticide (IC 15-16-4-38) bait may be applied in areas inaccessible to
students without regard to subsection (c).
(Indiana Pesticide Review Board; 357 IAC 1-16-6; filed Sep 24, 2010, 1:44
p.m.: 20101020-IR-357100336FRA)
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357 IAC 1-16-7 Pesticide storage restrictions
Authority: IC 15-16-5
Affected: IC 15-16-5
Sec. 7. Pesticides stored at schools must be in:
(1) the original pesticide container or a clearly labeled service container, as
described in 357 IAC 1-14-3;
(2) a locked area or cabinet clearly marked as pesticide storage; and
(3) an area separated by a solid wall from areas where:
(A) food is stored;
(B) food is served; or
(C) students have access.
(Indiana Pesticide Review Board; 357 IAC 1-16-7; filed Sep 24, 2010, 1:44
p.m.: 20101020-IR-357100336FRA)

357 IAC 1-16-8 Pesticide notification
Authority: IC 15-16-5-44; IC 15-16-5-51
Affected: IC 15-16-5
Sec. 8. (a) A school corporation must invite parents, guardians, and staff to
be added to a pesticide notification registry:
(1) at the start of each school year; or
(2) during the school year when a student:
(A) enrolls in; or
(B) transfers into;
the school.
(b) An individual may request to be added to the registry at any time during
the school year.
(c) Except as provided in subsection (f), a school corporation must, by
whatever means the school corporation determines to be appropriate, provide
individuals on the registry with pesticide notice.
(d) The pesticide notice must include the following:
(1) The name or address of the school.
(2) The licensed commercial applicator responsible for the application including
the following:
(A) Name.
(B) License number.
(C) Telephone number.
(D) Designee for information about the pesticide application if different than
the applicator.
(3) The anticipated date and time of the application.
(4) The principal target pest.
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(5) A description of the application area.
(6) The pesticide or pesticides to be applied including the following:
(A) The name of the manufacturer.
(B) The United States Environmental Protection Agency registration number.
(C) The brand name.
(7) If forty-eight (48) hours advance notice is not provided, an explanation
why it was not provided.
(e) The pesticide notice must be provided at least forty-eight (48) hours in
advance of a pesticide application at the school.
(f) A pesticide notice is not required for a pesticide application:
(1) made more than forty-eight (48) hours before a scheduled school day; or
(2) described in section 6(b) of this rule.
(Indiana Pesticide Review Board; 357 IAC 1-16-8; filed Sep 24, 2010, 1:44
p.m.: 20101020-IR-357100336FRA)

357 IAC 1-16-9 Pesticide record keeping
Authority: IC 15-16-5
Affected: IC 15-16-5
Sec. 9. (a) Except as provided in subsection (b), a school corporation must
keep and maintain records of all pesticide applications made at the school.
(b) A licensed for-hire applicator hired by the school corporation to apply
pesticides may by written agreement keep and maintain the application records
for the school corporation.
(c) The pesticide application records must include the following:
(1) The name or address of the school.
(2) The licensed commercial applicator responsible for the application including
the following:
(A) Name.
(B) License number.
(C) The actual applicator if different than the individual named in clause (A).
(3) The date and time of the application.
(4) The principal target pest.
(5) A description of the application area.
(6) The pesticide or pesticides applied including the following:
(A) The name of the manufacturer.
(B) The United States Environmental Protection Agency registration number.
(C) The brand name.
(7) The amount used, expressed as either:
(A) concentrate, giving the total quantity of formulation applied, in pounds,
gallons, etc.; or
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(B) diluted mixture (ready to use), giving the total amount applied and active
ingredient concentration (percentage).
(d) Written, printed, or electronic information that includes all of the items in
subsection (c) and used to create the records must be maintained from the
date of application until the collective written record required is generated.
(e) The records to be maintained under this section must be:
(1) recorded by the thirtieth day from the date of application; and
(2) kept and maintained for a period of two (2) years from the date of
application.
(f) All required records and information must, upon written or oral request,
be made available by the school corporation for inspection and copying.
(Indiana Pesticide Review Board; 357 IAC 1-16-9; filed Sep 24, 2010, 1:44
p.m.: 20101020-IR-357100336FRA)
LSA Document #10-336(F)
Notice of Intent: 20100519-IR-357100336NIA
Proposed Rule: 20100630-IR-357100336PRA
Hearing Held: August 2, 2010
Approved by Attorney General: September 14, 2010
Approved by Governor: September 23, 2010
Filed with Publisher: September 24, 2010, 1:44 p.m.
Documents Incorporated by Reference: None Received by Publisher
Small Business Regulatory Coordinator: David Scott, Secretary, Indiana Pesticide Review
Board, 175 South University Street, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907-2063, (765) 4941593, scottde@purdue.edu
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Vehicles Idling on School Property

Schools with buses must have written policies for campus-wide vehicle idling.
It has been documented that idling vehicles contribute to a wide range of health and environmental problems
including triggering asthma attacks, carbon monoxide poisoning, eye and respiratory irritation, contributing to
ozone generation, and air pollution.
Researchers have also proven that not only is it not necessary for vehicles to idle, periods of long idling cause
more wear to the engine and waste fuel. Schools and corporations that have adopted idling programs have
realized savings in fuel and vehicle maintenance costs.
The Indiana IAQ Rule 410 IAC 33-4-3 requires schools to adopt and enforce a policy, limiting vehicle idling on
school campuses.
Consideration should be given to locations of building air intakes when evaluating “No Idling Zones” so as to
minimize exhaust fumes being drawn into the building. Schools and school corporations may utilize the
template sign available at the end of this section.
Below is an example policy that schools may modify and adopt. Additionally, there are several policies
available on the Internet. The Indiana State School Bus Driver’s Association website: http://www.issbus.com,
or at EPA’s Tools for Schools webpage: http://earth1.epa.gov/cleanschoolbus/idling_policy.htm
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Our Lady of Hungary School Policy to Limit Vehicle Idling
A: Purpose – This policy is to limit vehicle emissions that might be brought into school buildings as mandated
by 410 IAC 33-4-3. This will improve the health of students and staff through reduced exposure to these
emissions.
B: Applicability – This policy applies to all public and private vehicles on the school campus.
C: Idling
1. Posting
a) The school shall post signs in areas where idling is prohibited
2. Requirements
a) Drivers of vehicles are to turn off the engine if the vehicle is to be stopped more than 5
minutes. (Engine cool down periods recommended by vehicle manufacturer may be followed)
b) The employer of the bus driver shall inform the bus driver of these requirements.
c) Teachers and school staff shall be informed of this policy at the start of each school year.
d) During student / parent orientations, parents, and all students shall be informed of this
policy.
e) Any complaints of non-compliance are to be filed with the Superintendent’s office.
f) Any complaints of non-compliance will be reviewed and action taken as necessary.
D: Exemptions
1. Safety of Children or Emergencies
a) Use of lift equipment during loading or unloading of individuals with special needs.
b) Use of heater or air conditioning during loading or unloading of individuals with special
needs.
c) Use of defrosters, heaters, air conditioners, or any other equipment for heath or safety
concerns.
d) Use of bus headlights or flasher warning lights for safety or visibility purposes.
e) For other safety or emergency issues.
2. Hot or Cold Weather
a) If bus drivers are at a location more than 15 minutes, a waiting area should be provided for
their use after turning off the bus engine.
b) From (beginning date) to (ending date) if necessary and the bus has air conditioning, the
bus may idle for a minimal period to cool the bus prior to loading, or while students remain on
the bus.
c) If necessary due to cold temperatures, a vehicle may idle for a minimal time to warm the
vehicle.
3. Maintenance Operations
a) (When possible, maintenance operations should not be conducted within 100 feet of a school
building housing classrooms.) Buses may idle as necessary as part of a pre-trip safety
inspection.
b) If necessary to make emergency repairs to vehicles. (For example jump starting another
vehicle)

THE INDIANA LAW – INDOOR AIR QUALITY
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Information Maintained by the Office of Code Revision Indiana Legislative Services Agency
IC 16-41-37.5
Chapter 37.5. Indoor Air Quality in Schools
IC 16-41-37.5-0.3
"Nonpublic school"
Sec. 0.3. As used in this chapter, "nonpublic school" has the meaning set forth in
IC 20-18-2-12.
As added by P.L.79-2008, SEC.7.
IC 16-41-37.5-0.5
"Public school"
Sec. 0.5. As used in this chapter, "public school" has the meaning set forth in
IC 20-18-2-15(1).

As added by P.L.79-2008, SEC.8.

IC 16-41-37.5-1
"School"
Sec. 1. As used in this chapter, "school" refers to a:
(1) public school; or
(2) nonpublic school that is not located in a private home.

As added by P.L.1-2005, SEC.33.

IC 16-41-37.5-1.3
"State agency"
Sec. 1.3. As used in this chapter, "state agency" has the meaning set forth in IC 4- 13-1-1(b).
As added by P.L.79-2008, SEC.9.
IC 16-41-37.5-2
Indoor air quality inspection and evaluation program; functions of state department
Sec. 2. (a) The state department shall before July 1, 2010:
(1) Adopt rules under IC 4-22-2 to establish an indoor air quality inspection, evaluation, and employee
notification program to assist state agencies in improving indoor air quality; and
(2) Amend 410 IAC 6-5.1 or adopt new rules under IC 4-22-2 to do the following:
(A) Establish an indoor air quality inspection, evaluation, and parent and employee notification
program to assist schools in improving indoor air quality.
(B) Establish best practices to assure healthful indoor air quality in schools.
(b) Subject to subsection (c), the state department shall:
(1) Inspect a school or state agency if the state department receives a complaint about the quality
of air in the school or state agency;
(2) Prepare a report, which may be in letter form, that:
(A) Describes the state department's inspection findings;
(B) Identifies any conditions that are contributing or could contribute to poor indoor air quality
at the school or state agency, including:
(i) Carbon dioxide levels;
(ii) Humidity;
(iii) Evidence of mold or water damage; and
(iv) Excess dust;
(C) Provides guidance on steps the school or state agency should take to address any issues; &
(D) Requests a response from the school or state agency not later than sixty (60) days after the
date of the report;
(3) Report the results of the inspection to:
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(A) The person who complained about the quality of air;
(B) The school's principal or the state agency head;
(C) The superintendent of the school corporation, if the school is part of a school corporation;
(D) The Indiana state board of education, if the school is a public school or an accredited nonpublic
school;
(E) The Indiana department of administration, if the inspected entity is a state agency; and
(F) The appropriate local or county board of health; and
(4) Assist the school or state agency in developing a reasonable plan to improve air quality conditions
found in the inspection.
(c) A complaint referred to in subsection (b)(1):
(1) Must be in writing; and
(2) May be made by electronic mail.
(d) The state department may release the name of a person who files a complaint referred to in subsection
(b)(1) only if the person has authorized the release in writing. As added by P.L.1-2005, SEC.33. Amended by
P.L.79-2008, SEC.10; P.L.132-2009, SEC.1; P.L.168-2009, SEC.4.
IC 16-41-37.5-2.5
Manual of best practices for indoor air quality at schools
Sec. 2.5. (a) Before July 1, 2010, the state department shall distribute a manual of best practices for
managing indoor air quality at schools as described in this section. The state department may use a manual on
indoor air quality in schools developed by a federal health or environmental agency or another state and make
additions or revisions to the manual to make the manual most useful to Indiana schools. The state department
shall provide the manual:
(1) To:
(A) The legislative council; and
(B) The department of education; in an electronic format under IC 5-14-6; and
(2) To the facilities manager and superintendent of each school corporation.
(b) The department shall review and revise the manual developed under subsection
(a) At least once every three (3) years to assure that the manual continues to represent best practices
available to schools.

As added by P.L.132-2009, SEC.2; P.L.168-2009, SEC.5. Amended by P.L.133-2012, SEC.183.
IC 16-41-37.5-3
Repealed

(Repealed by P.L.133-2012, SEC.184.)

IC 16-41-37.5-4
Qualifications of individual conducting indoor air quality test; certification of test
Sec. 4. (a) An individual conducting an indoor air quality test under this chapter must be:
(1) A professional engineer (as defined in IC 25-31-1-2);
(2) An industrial hygienist; or
(3) A supervisor or technician certified by a national organization that:
(A) Writes and adheres to standards for:
(i) Testing, adjusting, and balancing of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning equipment or
exhaust systems; and
(ii) Indoor air quality testing procedures and requirements; and
(B) Certifies supervisors and technicians to perform:
(i) Testing, adjusting, and balancing of heating, ventilation, and air conditioning equipment or
exhaust systems; and
(ii) Indoor air quality testing procedures and requirements.
(b) The report of a test conducted under this chapter must be certified by the person conducting the test. If
the person uses a professional seal on documents, the certification must include the person's seal. As added

by P.L.79-2008, SEC.12.
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